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Plastic shear significantly reduces the phase transformation 共PT兲 pressure when compared to
hydrostatic conditions. Here, a paradoxical result was obtained: PT of graphitelike hexagonal boron
nitride 共hBN兲 to superhard wurtzitic boron nitride under pressure and shear started at about the same
pressure 共⬃10 GPa兲 as under hydrostatic conditions. In situ x-ray diffraction measurement and
modeling of the turbostratic stacking fault concentration 共degree of disorder兲 and PT in hBN were
performed. Under hydrostatic pressure, changes in the disorder were negligible. Under a complex
compression and shear loading program, a strain-induced disorder was observed and quantitatively
characterized. It is found that the strain-induced disorder suppresses PT which compensates the
promotion effect of plastic shear. The existence of transformation-induced plasticity 共TRIP兲 was
also proved during strain-induced PT. The degree of disorder is proposed to be used as a physical
measure of plastic straining. This allows us to quantitatively separate the conventional plasticity and
transformation-induced plasticity. Surprisingly, it is found that TRIP exceeds the conventional
plasticity by a factor of 20. The cascade structural changes were revealed, defined as the
reoccurrence of interacting processes including PTs, disordering, conventional plasticity, and TRIP.
In comparison with hydrostatic loading, for the same degree of disorder, plastic shear indeed reduces
the PT pressure 共by a factor of 3–4兲 while causing a complete irreversible PT. The analytical results
based on coupled strain-controlled kinetic equations for disorder and PT confirm our conclusions.
© 2006 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2208353兴
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Effect of plastic shear on phase transformations

It is well known that the superposition of large plastic
shear on high pressure drastically changes the microstructure, mechanism, thermodynamics, and kinetics of phase
transformation 共PT兲.1–4 In particular, the plastic shear produced due to superposition of rotation in a rotational diamond anvil cell 共i兲 significantly reduces the PT pressure 共by
a factor of 2–5兲, 共ii兲 promotes the formation of novel phases
that would not appear without shear, 共iii兲 substitutes reversible PTs with irreversible phase transformations, and 共iv兲
leads to strain-controlled kinetics. However, despite the
strong fundamental and applied interest, quantitative characterization and understanding of the above phenomena are
lacking. In this paper, we will raise the issue that some basic
differences between the plastic strain-induced PTs under
a兲
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high pressure and pressure-induced PTs have not been recognized by high pressure community. Both pressure-induced
共under hydrostatic conditions兲 and stress-induced 共under
nonhydrostatic conditions兲 phase transformation initiate predominantly at preexisting defects when the external stresses
do not exceed the macroscopic yield strength.5 On the contrary, strain-induced phase transformation occurs by nucleation at new defects 共stress concentrators兲 generated during
plastic flow without a growth stage.5 Time is not a relevant
parameter for strain-induced phase transformation; instead,
strain-controlled kinetics is considered. Thus, strain-induced
transformations require a completely different thermodynamic and kinetic description as well as experimental characterizations. An understanding of the reasons and physical
mechanisms of the effect of plastic shear on phase transformations is extremely important from the point of view of
basic physics, searching for new materials and improvement
of high pressure technologies for material synthesis. In the
following paragraphs, we will highlight some of the chal-
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lenges associated with understanding strain-induced PTs under high pressure.
B. Effect of turbostratic stacking faults

Turbostratic stacking faults 共TSFs兲 are formed in hexagonal or rhombohedral crystals by relative rotation or displacement of two parts of a lattice in 共001兲 planes to arbitrary
positions causing disorder.6–8 The degree of this threedimensional disorder is characterized by the concentration of
TSF, s. Generally, phase transformation pressure increases
with increasing disorder and kinetics is suppressed. In particular, in shock experiments, at a pressure of 20 GPa, volume fraction of wurtzitic boron nitride 共wBN兲 intensively
grows from 0 共for high level of disorder, s = 0.1兲 to 0.8 共for a
significantly lower level of disorder, s = 0.03兲. wBN was not
observed for s ⬎ 0.1. Although the above results show the
importance of s in formation of wBN, very little is known
about its influence during the phase transformation process;
in the literature only few publications report measurement of
s before the transformation process.6–8 To truly characterize
phase transformation in BN and other hexagonal and rhombohedral structures, one must locally measure the evolution
of disorder s before and during the phase transformation process. The knowledge of the evolution of disorder s can be
used for the reduction of transformation pressure and optimization of the process.
C. Homogeneity of pressure distribution

Usually, the plastic compression of samples in a diamond anvil cell causes a large pressure gradient, which complicates the characterization of PTs.3,4 The pressure sharply
grows during PT if a stronger phase appears and vice
versa.3,4,9,10 For example, for B1 to B2 phase transformation
in KCl, pressure in the center was 2.7 GPa before rotation
and reached 5.5 GPa after rotation by 10° 共while PT could be
completed at 2.7 GPa兲.4 This pressure increase at a fixed
force serves as a positive mechanochemical feedback and
further promotes PT, leading to complete PT during small
rotation. Clearly this sudden jump in pressure due to plastic
shear does not allow any in situ and timely experimental
analysis of the kinetics. Because of 共a兲 radial flow of material
particles, 共b兲 strong pressure variation in the transformed region during the phase transformation, 共c兲 completion of PT
during small rotation, and 共d兲 inaccuracy of pressure measurement in the region with high pressure gradient, quantitative characterization of strain-induced PTs is practically impossible and has never been attempted. Moreover, if the
product phase is much stronger than the parent phase, PT
leads to a very high pressure in the transformed phase, causing the fracture of the anvil. This was observed in 共Ref. 10兲
for rhombohedral boron nitride 共BN兲 to cubic boron nitride
共cBN兲 PT, where the pressure grew from 5.6 GPa to an estimated pressure range of 60– 76 GPa at the center. Consequently, one of the basic problems in the study and characterization of strain-induced PTs is to create a homogeneous
stress state in the transformed region, which does not vary
significantly during the PT. This is important not only for
research but also from the perspective of the development of

technology for strain-induced material syntheses. Achieving
a homogeneous pressure growth is quite an ambitious task
for hexagonal boron nitride 共hBN兲 → wBN PT due to extremely large volume reduction by a factor of 1.53.
D. Phase transformation in BN system

Phase transformation of hBN and rBN into dense superhard modifications such as wBN and cBN is of great fundamental and applied importance. Wurtzitic boron nitride and
especially cBN have wide technological applications due to
their hardness 共second only to diamond兲 and their superior
chemical and thermal stabilities. In industry, the superhard
phase, cBN, is generally synthesized through pressureinduced PT under pressures greater than 4 GPa, temperatures
exceeding 1600 K, and using metal alloys as catalyst. wBN
is synthesized by explosive loading. Strain-induced synthesis
of cBN and wBN under quasistatic loading, room temperature, and without catalyst could be of great fundamental and
technological importance. The martensitic PT of hBN to
wBN represents a unique case of PT with extremely large
volume reduction 共by a factor of 1.53兲. Usually martensitic
PT is shear dominated but in BN volumetric transformation
strain prevails. Large volumetric transformation strain 0,
during any PT, creates large internal stresses which in combination with external shear stresses lead to strong
transformation-induced plasticity 共TRIP兲.8,11,12 However,
TRIP 共to our knowledge兲 has never been experimentally confirmed in high pressure experiments in diamond anvil cell.
The main reason is that usually TRIP is measured experimentally for stress-induced phase transformation when conventional plasticity is absent. For strain-induced PT, it is difficult to separate the conventional plasticity and TRIP.
E. Objectives

We are not aware of any study of BN in rotational diamond anvils, as well as of in situ synchrotron x-ray diffraction research of any material in rotational diamond anvils. In
situ evolution of disorder has not been studied under high
pressure. The objectives of this work were 共a兲 to find theoretically and produce experimentally the conditions for homogeneous pressure distribution and growth under compression and rotation before and during phase transformation; 共b兲
to perform an in situ study of the strain-induced disordering
and phase transformation in hBN up to 25 GPa in rotational
diamond anvil cell, as well as pressure-induced disordering
under hydrostatic conditions, using synchrotron x-ray diffraction; 共c兲 to justify s as a physical measure of plastic
straining, use it to prove the existence of transformationinduced plasticity, and to quantify TRIP; and 共d兲 to develop
and study a model describing the interaction between conventional plasticity, disorder, PT, and TRIP.
Experimental methods are described in Sec. II. Conditions for quasihomogeneous pressure distribution were derived in Sec. III and confirmed experimentally in Sec. IV.
The main experimental results are also reported in Sec. IV. In
particular, a paradoxical result was obtained: The phase
transformation of hBN to wBN under pressure and shear
started at 9.6 GPa and under hydrostatic conditions at
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FIG. 1. The cascading mechanism of structural changes during continuous rotation of an anvil. Plastic straining generates both turbostratic stacking faults,
which suppress the phase transformation, and nucleating defects 共e.g., dislocation pileups and various tilt boundaries兲, which promote the phase transformation. Phase transformation under shear stresses produces strong transformation-induced plasticity; TRIP, in the same way as conventional plasticity, generates
the turbostratic stacking fault 共the dominating part兲 and new nucleating defects; the new nucleating defects again promote the phase transformation, which
produces transformation-induced plasticity; and so on. When rotation stops, each of these processes stop as well.

10.4 GPa, which are very similar. This paradox was resolved
by identifying the strain-induced disorder that suppresses PT
and compensates the promotion effect of plastic shear. Section V is devoted to the modeling and analyses of the results.
The cascade structural changes were revealed 共Fig. 1兲: Plastic straining generates TSFs 共which suppress the PT兲 and
nucleating defects 共which promote the PT兲. PT under shear
stress produces strong TRIP; TRIP, similar to conventional
plasticity, generates disorder 共the dominating part兲 and new
nucleating defects; the new nucleating defects again promote
the PT, which produces TRIP; and the process repeats itself.
Concluding remarks are made in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND DATA
PROCESSING

High purity grade hBN with an average crystallite size
of 4 m and oxygen 共major impurity兲 concentration of 0.4%
was analyzed under pressure and shear. The BN powder had
a random initial orientation without any initial texture. For
each sample, a stainless steel gasket 共T301兲 with the corresponding geometric parameters reported below was used
without pressure transmitting media. Experiments were performed using a rotational diamond anvil cell 共see Fig. 2兲 with
a culet radius of 250 m 共for the first and second samples兲
and 145 m 共for the third sample兲. A detailed description of
a similar rotational diamond anvil cell and the corresponding
measurement techniques can be found in Ref. 4. One experi-

FIG. 2. A schematic of the rotational diamond anvil cell showing the critical
dimensions of the cell and the gasket.

ment was performed at Texas Tech University. The x-ray
analysis 共P1160-50, Cu K␣ radiation兲 of this specimen and
two other in situ experiments were conducted at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. Sample was compressed to some pressure followed by the rotation of the anvil at a fixed axial
force. The procedure of increasing force and superimposing
rotation was repeated multiple times. To reduce potential
strain-induced texture, rotation of an anvil was performed in
both directions. The loading history for the second sample is
reflected in Table I. During a rotation increment , shown in
Table I, pressure varies from the value shown in the previous
loading step to the value in the current step. Synchrotron
x-ray diffraction was carried out at beam lines X17C and
X17B using the energy dispersive method; for details see
Ref. 14. A 1% systematic error is expected in energy dispersive measurements. Different 2 angles were chosen to
eliminate fluorescence and escape lines. The beam size was
confined to 16⫻ 8 m2. In order to compare data from the
same point of the sample in the chamber, the x-ray spot was
positioned at the center of the gasket hole. Pressure distribution was measured by the ruby fluorescence technique.15 The
relative locations of ruby chips 共size ⬍0.5 m兲 in the gasket
hole were measured in micrometers with respect to the edge
of the hole. In Table I, the rows that do not have a pressure
value indicate that no pressure measurements were made.
The thickness of the sample under load was measured using
an electric capacity sensor described in Ref. 4. The volume
fractions of wBN and hBN were, respectively, estimated using experimentally determined relationships c1 = 45.009x3
+ 18.737x2 + 34.872x and c2 = 57.269y 3 − 162.26y 2 + 205.72y
w
w
h
h
w
共plotted in Ref. 8兲, where x = I110
/ 共I110
+ I110
兲, y = I100
/ 共I100
h
+ I100兲, and I jkl is the integral intensity of ijk diffraction lines
of wBN 共superscript w兲 and hBN 共superscript h兲. Both equations produce similar results. The average wBN volume fraction c was determined by the equation c = c1 / 共c1 + c2兲 = 1
− 共c2 / 共c1 + c2兲兲. The concentration of TSF, s, was determined
by a method developed by Kurdyumov5–7,16 through measurement of the broadening of the width of diffraction lines.
The widths of diffraction lines Bhkl were measured at half of
the maximum value. Generally, broadening can be caused by
stress fields of various defects and the main task is to separate the effect of TSF. The key idea is that turbostratic stacking faults, s, broaden the hkl diffraction lines for l ⫽ 0 and
have no effect on the diffraction lines with l = 0. Thus, some
relative measure of the width of any peak affected by TSF
with respect to the width of peak unaffected by TSF can be
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TABLE I. The loading history, disorder, and phase fraction data. During a rotation increment , pressure varies from the value shown in the previous loading
step to the value in the current step. Hyphen indicates measurements at locations other than center within the same loading step. Asterisk indicates no pressure
measurements were performed at that point.

1
2
3
—
4
5
6
7
8
—
9
10
—
11
12
13
14
15

p
共GPa兲


共deg兲

r
共m兲

0
2.1
3.8
4.2
ⴱ
3.8
6.4
ⴱ
5.8
6.6
9.6
ⴱ
ⴱ
10.3
10.6
13.9
ⴱ
25.2

0
0
0
0
20
50
0
20
70
0
0
25
0
70
205
0
30
30

0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
0

B110

B112

␤°

s

0.43
0.43
0.45
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.47
0.43
0.44
0.48
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.53

0.61
0.62
0.67
0.67
0.64
0.68
0.69
0.67
0.75
0.72
0.74
1.37
1.18
1.38

0.29
0.33
0.36
0.34
0.31
0.36
0.37
0.39
0.49
0.40
0.40
1.10
0.96
1.17

0.077
0.085
0.095
0.091
0.082
0.094
0.098
0.103
0.127
0.106
0.107
0.267
0.238
0.278

used to cancel out the effect of all defects but TSF. The
physical 共relative兲 broadening ␤ of hkl diffraction lines
2
caused only by TSF was defined as ␤ = Bhkl − Bhk0
/ Bhkl 共in
5–7,16
degrees兲.
The experimental relative broadening ␤ was
used together with the relationship obtained from the simpli2
fied theory: ␤ = 328.8dhk0
共s / 冑1 − s兲tan , where dhk0 共in nanometers兲 is the interplanar spacing and  is the Bragg angle.
The structural study was performed by powder x-ray diffractometry, measurement of the broadening of 共112兲 diffraction
lines relative to the reference line 共110兲 共i.e., h = k = 1, l = 2兲,
and measurements of d110 and the Bragg angle. Then s was
determined from the above equation. In our experiments, we
are using the energy dispersive method of gathering information relative to broadening of the peaks of interest. The equations developed by Kurdymov5–7 are based on values gathered by the angle dispersive approach. However, we assume
that the application of those equations will serve as a first
order approximate of the values of s. Additionally, the relative broadening value ␤ may also be used as a measure on its
own. The intensity of each reflection in energy dispersive
polychromatic x-ray diffraction will be attenuated according
to the energy of that reflection, whereas the attenuation will
be the same for all the reflections obtained with a monochromatic Bragg-Brentano diffractometer.17 Although the energy
dispersive measurements cannot provide absolute intensity
values of the diffractions, the energy effect on intensity of a
selected diffraction peak can be neglected since the energy
shift is limited 共within 1 keV兲. Since determination of the
volume fraction of wBN and degree of disorder s is based on
the relative intensities of the peaks of the same diffraction
lines, we believe that, as a first approximation, they are independent of the beam intensity. The profile of a single reflection, however, is not expected to be seriously affected by
strain. In addition, two other samples were studied, in situ,
under hydrostatic conditions using argon 共which remains hy-

lW
110

720
1481
402
2623

lh110

4045
271
116
847

x

0.15
0.84
0.77
0.75

c1

5
70
60
58

lw100

1448
10892
3386
13885

lh100

19534
2074
894
2972

y

0.93
0.15
0.2
0.17

c2

95
30
35
32

c
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.05
0.7
0.63
0.64
1

drostatic even above 10 GPa兲 as the pressure transmitting
medium. Some preliminary results were presented in Ref. 13.
III. CONDITIONS FOR QUASIHOMOGENEOUS
PRESSURE
A. Compression stage

Pressure gradient,  p / r, in a sample under compression
is caused by the shear stress r acting in the radial direction
at the interface between the diamond and the sample. This is
determined according to the well-known18 simplified equilibrium equation  p / r = −2r / h, where h is the current sample
thickness. For an intensive radial flow in a thin disk 共without
rotation兲, r = y = y / 冑3, where y and y are the yield
strengths in shear and compression based on von Mises yield
condition. The solution of the above one-dimensional equation is in good agreement with the slip-line solution of the
exact two-dimensional equations for r 艌 h.18 In the initial
stages of the compression, or in the case when radial displacement of the particle is limited, shear stress can be much
smaller than y. A possible method to produce high homogeneous pressure is to use a gasket with a yield strength higher
than that of the sample. Then the pressure in the gasket
grows intensively and prohibits 共limits兲 the radial flow in the
specimen. This is the case for hBN and stainless steel gasket.
As it follows from the slip-line solution for the thin solid
cylinder,18 in the central part of the cylinder, where r / h ⬍ 1,
a weakly deformed zone appears. Shear stress and pressure
gradient vary from their maximum values to zero at the axis
of symmetry. For a cylindrical specimen with rs / h ⬍ 0.5,
where rs is the sample radius, plastic deformation is concentrated along the conical slip surfaces inside the specimen and
shear frictional stresses as well as the pressure gradient are
approximately zero. The above is true prior to pronounced
barreling. Thus, the ratio rs / h ⬍ 0.5 would be perfect for a
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FIG. 3. Pressure distribution in the sample during 共a兲 compression and 共b兲
rotation under constant load. For pressure in the gasket greater than the
pressure in the sample, material to the right of the neutral radius r0 moves to
the center of specimen 共curve 1兲, causing change in the sign of frictional
stress and pressure gradient. In the opposite case, plastic flow in the specimen will occur from the center and frictional stress will grow together with
pressure gradient in the specimen 共curve 3兲.

homogeneous pressure in the specimen inside the hole in the
gasket. However, the disadvantage is that the specimen becomes too small with the given dimensions. We will use
rs / h ⬍ 1 combined with minimization of the radial displacement of the cylindrical boundary of the specimen 共ideally the
radial displacement of the boundary between the gasket and
specimen has to be zero兲. Integrating the equilibrium equation for a gasket with external radius R and utilizing the
boundary condition p = 0 + y for r = R, we obtain
p共r兲 = 0 + y

冋

1 + 2共R − r兲

冑3h

册

.

共1兲

Here 0 is the lateral pressure at r = R due to the external
support of the part of the gasket outside the working region
of the anvil 共r ⬎ R兲. If plastic flow occurs from the center of
the sample, then Eq. 共1兲 is valid up to rs. The pressure at the
gasket-sample boundary, pb = p共rs兲, is the maximum pressure
in the gasket 共Fig. 3, curves 2 and 3兲. If for some thickness h,
pb = ps, where ps is the pressure inside the specimen, and a
specimen deforms elastically, then the condition dpb / dt
= dps / dt results in

y

冉

冊

2 R − rs ḣ  ps ḣ
冑3 h h 2 =   e h ,

共2兲

where e is the volumetric elastic strain of the tested material
and for rs = const one has de / dt = ḣ / h. This condition cannot
be fulfilled during the whole process, because it requires a
special relationship among the elastic properties of the specimen, plastic properties of gasket, and the thickness of the

specimen. Between two alternatives of increasing or decreasing the radius of the specimen rs, we chose the latter one.
The first reason is that this decreases the ratio rs / h, which in
turn reduces the effect of friction. Second, while any decrease in radius rs can be due to elastic compression only 共for
void-free material兲, an increase in radius rs can be also due to
plastic flow and may be much larger. The pressure distribution is presented schematically in Fig. 3共a兲 共curve 1兲, where
r0 is the neutral radius corresponding to the locations of zero
radial velocity of material and the maximum pressure in the
gasket, pm = p共r0兲. The material at r ⬎ r0 moves to the center
of specimen, causing a change in the sign of the frictional
stress and therefore pressure gradient, according to equation
 p / r = −2r / h. We can ensure a decrease in radius rs if we
fulfill the inequality pm ⬎ ps during all stages of compression.
If, during additional compression, pressure in the specimen
grows more intensively than in the gasket, then the neutral
radius moves toward the sample. As a result, less gasket
material flows toward the sample and at some h, the equality
pb = pm = ps will be reached 共Fig. 3, curve 2兲. Under additional compression, plastic flow in the specimen will occur
from the center, and shear frictional stress will grow together
with pressure gradient in the sample 共Fig. 3, curve 3兲. This
illustrates the importance of inequality pb ⬎ ps for homogeneous pressure distribution in the sample.
The geometric parameters of the gasket and specimen
are determined based on the following scheme. By measuring two values of pressure pm = pb for two different thicknesses, we estimate parameters 0 and y assuming that they
are approximately constant for both thicknesses. Note that
under an accumulated plastic strain q greater than 1, the yield
strength is independent of strain and strain history.18 Let us
choose the maximal pressure of interest, ps, in the specimen
and rs / h = 1. We can then find, from the condition pb = ps, the
ratio R / h and consequently h under maximum load and
rs = h 共assuming that rs does not vary during plastic flow兲.
We report below three experiments. In the first experiment, R = 250 m, rs = 150 m, pb = 10 GPa for h = 58 m,
and pb = 25 GPa for h = 11 m, we obtained 0 = 4.73 GPa
and y = 1.76 GPa. Planning a maximum pressure of ps
= 10 GPa, before phase transformation, we obtain R / h = 2.7
and h = rs = 92.5 m. In the second experiment, we choose
the initial radius of 100 m, taking into account the decrease
in its radius at the initial stage of compression, in particular,
due to the initial porosity of hBN. For the third sample,
R = 140 m, ps = 9 GPa, and we obtain h = rs = 64.8 m. In
experiment, we chose rs = 60 m.
B. Rotation of the anvil at constant force

In a thin solid specimen, prior to PT, rotation of the anvil
leads to a change in the direction of shear frictional stress;
because the magnitude of shear stress is y, then the shear
stress in radial direction r becomes smaller. This leads to a
reduction in the thickness of the specimen; however, the
pressure distribution is the same before and after
rotation.4,8,19 For the precursor material 共which is in an elastic state兲 in the gasket, the reduction of thickness due to
rotation leads to an increase in pressure ps and shift of the
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neutral radius r0 to the center of the disk 关Fig. 3共b兲, curves 1
and 2兴. Alternatively, if before rotation the precursor material
flows from the center, then under rotation it will continue to
flow from the center and the ratio rs / h, the friction, and the
pressure gradient will increase 关Fig. 3共b兲, curve 3兴. This is
one more argument that the choice of parameters leading to
the reduction of the specimen radius during the compression
is favorable for the reduction of pressure gradient in the
sample.
If a specimen possesses some porosity which does not
disappear during compression, then the torsion of the specimen due to rotation of the anvil will lead to reduction of
porosity. For powder materials, plastic shear facilitates motion of particles leading to better packing. For compact materials, the shear stress near the voids contributes to the yield
condition allowing the closing of voids under smaller compression. In both cases, possible fracture, in the vicinity of
the voids, due to shear stress and pressure facilitates better
packing. Thus, due to plastic volumetric strain, pressure
growth in the specimen during rotation will be smaller than
for compact material.
A similar situation will occur in the course of PT in the
specimen during rotation under constant force, when a part
of the gasket moves to the center. Because of the transformation volume decrease and changes in elastic properties,
pressure may slightly reduce or grow, depending on the specific parameters. The situation in which plastic flow from the
center occurred before PT was considered in Ref. 8. The
reduction in thickness due to rotation of the anvil compensates and even overcompensates the volume decrease due to
PT. If the product phase has a yield stress higher than the
parent phase, then, according to the equilibrium equation,
pressure gradient and the pressure in the center of the specimen increase. This is the so-called pressure selfmultiplication effect.3,4,20,21 As it was discussed in the Introduction, this leads to significant problems in the
characterization of PT and in the possible fracture of the
diamond. Choosing rs / h ⬍ 1 after compression and the overall geometry of the gasket leading to the flow to the center
will allow us to avoid essential pressure heterogeneity during
the PT.
Note that under large rotation of void-free material, due
to significant reduction in thickness, it is impossible to avoid
the flow from the center and increase in radius of the sample.
However, if before initiation of the rotation the radial shear
stress was negligible, then it has to be small during the rotation because of the significant torsional component of shear
stress and constant axial force. This conclusion will be confirmed experimentally. Thus, the main limitation for a sample
design is rs / h ⬍ 1 after compression and before rotation of
the anvil.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
A. First sample

A preindented stainless steel gasket with an initial
125 m radius hole and a thickness of 212 m was densely
packed with hBN. After compression to 5 GPa, at the sample
center, the hole containing the hBN was observed to grow. At

10 GPa the thickness of the sample was 58 m. The rotation
of the anvil by 120° resulted in a reduction in thickness to
approximately 24 m without discernable additional enlargement of the hole. Pressure was then increased to 25 GPa
with a measured sample thickness of 11 m. During a subsequent rotation of the anvil in both directions for a total of
240°, the thickness of the sample reduced to 5 m.
X-ray diffraction was measured in different spots of the
unloaded sample along the radial direction with a 30 m
step and gave identical results. A 360° chi rotation was performed during the measurements at the center of the sample.
The extracted pattern can be well indexed into that of wBN.
We notice that the broad peak at about 0.21 nm can also be
indexed into the 共111兲 diffraction of the cBN, or to the
double peaks of the 共111兲 of cBN and 共002兲 of wBN. However, the intensity of this peak is very low and there are no
other diffraction lines of cBN to confirm its existence. The
percentage of cBN, if there is any, is very low and therefore
the conclusion may be made that a complete hBN→ wBN
phase transformation took place. The results of this test were
used to determine parameters 0 and y and the geometric
parameters of the gasket to create homogeneous pressure in
the sample 共see Sec. III兲.
B. Second sample

A stainless steel gasket with a 100 m radius hole and
an initial thickness of 212 m was packed with hBN. As
with the first experiment, a very thin layer of very fine ruby
powder 共grain size ⬍0.5 m兲 was placed on one side of the
sample to measure pressure. The laser spot was manipulated
to achieve a spatial resolution of 10– 20 m for pressure
measurements across the diameter. During loading, the ruby
R1 and R2 lines broadened gradually but remained resolvable. The loading program, results of measurements of turbostratic stacking fault concentration s, and volume fraction
c of wBN are presented in Table I.
1. Variation of pressure distribution and x-ray
patterns

Figure 4 shows pressure recorded from ruby fluorescence, along the anvil diameter. The figure demonstrates that
we succeeded in achieving an almost homogeneous pressure
distribution at all stages of compression up to 10 GPa. Rotation of the anvil 共when it did not result in PT兲 did not introduce inhomogeneity in the pressure distribution and did not
change it appreciably. Rotation of the anvil at a pressure of
9.6 GPa leads to hBN→ wBN phase transformation as seen
in our x-ray diffraction data, Fig. 5. Rotation by 95° increases the pressure at the periphery of the sample by 2 GPa
and does not change the pressure at the center. Pressure
growth means that the volume reduction due to PT is compensated by the reduction in thickness due to rotation, and
higher elastic and plastic properties of wBN cause a slight
pressure growth. This indicates that PT is more intensive in
the periphery of the sample 共where plastic shear is maximal兲.
An additional rotation of  = 205° completes the PT in the
whole specimen, reduces the pressure at the periphery, and
ends with a practically homogeneous pressure, p = 10.6 GPa.
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lead to a very large pressure growth in the center region
because it does not contribute significantly to the total force
which is kept constant. Indeed, for B1 → B2 PT in KCl,
the pressure in the center of the disk has been increased by
50%–70% in Ref. 3 and by a factor of 2 in Ref. 4. For a
homogeneous pressure growth in the whole specimen, contribution to the force is much larger, which limits the pressure growth. Also, the pressure growth is related to the differences in elastic properties rather than plastic properties of
parent and product phases.
2. Change in turbostratic stacking fault concentration

FIG. 4. Pressure distribution along the radial direction of the sample chamber. 共a兲 Pressure increase 共PI兲; 共b兲 rotation,  = 70°; 共c兲 PI; 共d兲  = 90°; 共e兲
PI; 共f兲  = 95°; 共g兲.  = 205°; 共h兲 PI; and 共i兲  = 60°. The measurement at
100 m on curve f 共8.8 GPa兲 is at the distorted edge of gasket.

Comparing the pressure distribution before rotation and after
completing the PT 关i.e., comparing lines 共e兲 and 共g兲 in Fig.
4兴, we conclude that the homogeneous pressure selfmultiplication effect was observed for the first time. The reason for the pressure increase is the reduction in the thickness
of the sample during the rotation of the anvil; the reduction
in sample thickness overcompensates the volume decrease
during the PT. As a result, the reduction in thickness under a
fixed load leads to an increase 共decrease兲 in pressure in the
phase with the higher 共lower兲 elastic and plastic properties.
This phenomenon and its description are similar to those for
heterogeneous pressure self-multiplication effect analyzed in
Ref. 19. In both cases, in order to keep the same axial force
before and after rotation, the pressure in the gasket decreases
关see Fig. 3共b兲, curves 2 and 3兴. In Ref. 19, the pressure in the
external part of the sample decreases due to the same reason
关see Figs. 2 and 10共b兲 in Ref. 19兴. The reason for uniform
pressure growth, in this case, is related to the uniform pressure state before the PT which causes almost uniform phase
transformation in the sample. The advantage of the homogeneous pressure self-multiplication effect in comparison with
an inhomogeneous one known in the literature3,4,9,20,21 is that
the pressure growth cannot be large. The heterogeneous pressure self-multiplication effect was observed during rotation
when plastic flow occurred from the center. PT starts in the
region with the maximum pressure, i.e., at the center; the
pressure gradient and the pressure in the transforming region
grow because of the higher yield strength of the product
phase which in turn results in the intensification of PT. PT
emanates and spreads from the center leading to further pressure growth. Such a positive mechanochemical feedback can

Change in TSF concentration is presented in Table I. For
comparison, under hydrostatic loading up to 9.4 GPa, relative broadening of the peaks and consequently change in s
were negligible. This indicates that the disordering of material is plastic strain induced. The PT pressure for the initiation of hBN→ wBN PT under hydrostatic conditions was
found to be 10.4 GPa at s = 0.04. For comparison, for s
= 0.02± 0.02, pressure for initiation of hBN→ wBN PT
was22,23 p = 8.2± 0.1, which is consistent with the tendency
that any increase in s increases the PT pressure. Under plastic compression and rotation up to a pressure of 9.6 GPa and
total rotation by 160°, s grows from 0.077 to 0.127 at
5.8 GPa and then reduces to 0.107 at 9.6 GPa. Such a growth
in s must increase the hBN→ wBN phase transformation
pressure significantly. During hBN→ wBN phase transformation induced by rotation at ⬃10 GPa by 25°, when c
= 0.70, s suddenly increased to 0.238–0.267. As we will discuss in Sec. V, this can be explained by the TRIP phenomenon only. This is consistent with the small increase in s after
an additional rotation of 70° when PT was also arrested due
to high s. For comparison, under hydrostatic condition up to
13.4 GPa, degree of disorder was changed during a quite
intensive PT 共c ⬵ 0.2– 0.4兲 from 0.04 to 0.06, which is within
the discrepancy of the experiment.22,23 Note that the center of
rotation of the anvil could be shifted with respect to the
center of the specimen by 20– 40 m. This means that, before and after rotation, we may measure x-ray pattern at material points with different distances with respect to rotation
center, i.e., for particle with different loading history. This
explains the reduction in s and c after some rotation stages,
along with a general increase in s for most rotation stages.
We do not have enough data to separate the effect of compression and rotation on s. The general understanding is that
plastic straining and transformation-induced plasticity during
compression and shear increase s.
3. PT progress

X-ray diffraction pattern obtained at various pressures
during scanning along the diameter are shown in Fig. 5. First
traces of wBN, c = 0.05, were observed after compression up
to 9.6 GPa 共 = 0 ° 兲 at s = 0.106– 0.127 based on 共110兲 pattern, Fig. 5共a兲. A similar evidence is observed in Fig.
5共b兲共curve b兲 when a wBN 共100兲 shoulder appears at
9.6 GPa and 0° rotation. For this strain-induced PT, pressure
grows simultaneously with plastic compressive strain. This
indicates that PT under even smaller constant pressure can be
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FIG. 5. 共a兲 The progression of broadening of 共110兲 and 共112兲 peaks of boron nitride during compression and shear loading stages; x-ray measurements were
performed at the center of the sample, except those marked with micrometer values indicating distance from center. 共b兲 Comparison of x-ray diffraction
patterns, 共110兲 peak, of boron nitride during compression and shear loading stages: 共a兲 p = 0,  = 0°; 共b兲 p = 9.6 GPa,  = 0° 共c = 0.05兲; 共c兲  = 25° after
conditions described by b at r = 0 共c = 0.70兲; 共d兲same as c, r = 20 m; 共e兲 same as c, r = 40 m; 共f兲  = 70° after c, r = 0; and 共g兲  = 205°, r = 0.

induced by rotation of the anvil. Volume fraction of wBN
reaches 0.70 during a subsequent rotation by 25° 共accumulated plastic strain increment ⌬q is of order of 0.2–0.4兲 in a
pressure range of 9.6– 10.3 GPa, along with an increase in
TSF concentration to s = 0.238– 0.267. As shown in Table I,
further rotation by 70° does not cause the observed PT
progress at the center of specimen, most probably because of
the high level of s. An additional rotation of  = 205° completes the PT at a homogenous pressure of p = 10.6 GPa.
Such a PT pressure is surprisingly low for such a high TSF
concentration. We remind that in shock experiments at p
= 20 GPa, the volume fraction c of wBN intensively grows
with decreasing s from 0 for s 艌 0.1 to 0.8 for s = 0.03, wBN
was not observed at s ⬎ 0.1, and at p = 30 GPa, c ⬍ 0.6 for
0.08⬍ s ⬍ 0.32.5 Under hydrostatic pressure, PT was reversible up to p = 10.5;8 PT does not complete up to p = 25 GPa.23
In Ref. 24, texturized highly ordered hBN started to transform to wBN at p = 10 GPa under nonhydrostatic conditions;
after pressurizing to 12 GPa, wBN was quenchable.
During the rotation of the anvil, we did not observe a
significant difference between the PT progress along the radius, which can be explained by TRIP 共Sec. V兲.

After completion of the loading process of the first
specimen and upon close examination of the surface of the
anvil, particles of sizes up to a few microns were observed to
have bonded to the diamond surface. These particles could
not be removed by any mechanical instrument, i.e., using
sharp and hard instruments. Additionally, scratches with circular patterns were observed, which could not be produced
by wBN. Due to small size of the particles, both Raman and
synchrotron x-ray techniques yielded inconclusive results on
the nature of these particles. Research is continuing to determine the makeup and structure of these particles. We have
not ruled out the possibility of a new phase which appear
under high local pressure and shear at the contact between
wBN particles and diamond.
C. Third sample

A stainless steel gasket with a 60 m hole radius and an
initial thickness of 270 m was used. X-ray diffraction measurements were performed at the central part of specimen.
After compression to 6 GPa, concentration of TSF was measured at 0.124. After rotation of  = 360°, pressure at the
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center increased to 7.5 GPa and s grew to 0.218. Further
rotation by  = 180° increased the pressure at the center to
8 GPa. Diffraction peak 共112兲 was completely broadened,
i.e., s reached its maximum value s = 1. Diffraction peak
共110兲 was broadened but still observable. After the last rotation by  = 360°, pressure at the center did not change. hBN
peaks 共110兲 and 共100兲 were present, i.e., amorphization did
not occur. PT to wBN was not observed. The thickness of the
sample after unloading was 44 m. Despite the extremely
large shear and radial flow, the pressure distributions are reasonably homogenous.
V. MODEL AND ANALYSIS: TRIP PHENOMENON
AND CASCADE STRUCTURAL CHANGES

As mentioned previously, time is not a relevant parameter for strain-induced PTs; instead, strain-controlled kinetics
is considered. Plastic strain history is usually determined in
terms of accumulated plastic strain q 共Odqvist parameter兲,
0.5
q̇ = 共 32 d p : d p兲 , where d p is the plastic strain rate tensor,18
tensors are denoted in boldface type, and A : B = AijB ji is the
contraction of tensors over two indices. Based on our experiments, we are unable to determine the distribution of q.
However, the analytical solution for the plastic problem on
deformation under rotation under fixed force shows8,19 that q
is scaled with the rotation angle  of the anvil, and accordingly, we will use  as an independent strainlike parameter.
A. Strain- and TRIP-induced turbostratic stacking
fault generation

For TSF generation, the following evolution equation is
accepted:
˙ + nċ,
ṡ = m

共3兲

where  is in radians. Since pressure itself does not change
s , s = const when  and c are fixed. Assuming constant parameters m and n, we obtain
s = s0 + m共 − 0兲 + n共c − c0兲.

共4兲

Our five experiments without PT 共second sample, change in
s from s = 0.082 to 0.094 due to rotation by  = 50° at 4 GPa;
change in s from s = 0.098 to 0.103 due to rotation by 
= 20° and from s = 0.103 to 0.127 due to rotation by  = 70°
at 6 GPa; change in s from s = 0.266 to 0.278 due to rotation
by  = 70° at 10 GPa, when c = 0.7 did not change; third
sample, and change in s from s = 0.124 to 0.218 due to rotation by  = 360° in the pressure range of 6 – 7.5 GPa兲 are well
described by m = 0.017. Thus, m is independent of , p, and
c. The parameter n = 0.235 was determined from the loading
step 10 in Table I. For large  ⬎ 360° 共third sample, second
rotation by  = 180°兲 the obtained m = 0.25 is much higher.
The reason for such an increase is to be determined.
It follows from the model 共see below兲 that, during the
PT, the major part of disorder is due to a change in volume
faction c of wBN rather than due to shear . The following
question arises: Why does a growth in c induce disorder?
One may assume that hBN→ wBN PT occurs predominantly
in the well-ordered regions of the hBN crystal lattice, which
has to increase s even without further strain-induced disor-

dering. However, we obtained experimentally that the change
in s during the PT under hydrostatic condition is negligible.
The only reasonable explanation is based on TRIP phenomenon that is well studied for uniaxial loading of steels and
geological materials under normal pressure,11 but not in any
known high pressure experiments in diamond anvil cell.
Volumetric transformation strain 0 during any PT creates
large internal stresses which in combination with external
nonhydrostatic stresses lead to TRIP 共Greenwood-Johnson
effect兲. As it follows from our analytical solution for PT
or chemical reaction for shear under pressure,8,12
transformation-induced plastic shear during the complete PT,
␥, is determined by the equation ␥ = 0关 / y / 冑1 − 共 / y兲2兴,
where  is the shear stress. Shear strain rate is proportional to
ċ; thus ␥˙ = 0关 / y / 冑1 − 共 / y兲2兴ċ 共we assume that  does not
vary during the PT兲. When shear stress approaches the yield
stress in shear, TRIP shear tends to infinity. For hBN
→ wBN phase transformation, transformation-induced plasticity has to be much stronger than in steels since for steels
0 = 0.02– 0.05 and for hBN→ wBN PT, 0 = 0.53. Usually,
TRIP is determined experimentally under external stresses
below the yield stress 共stress-induced PT兲; thus traditional
plasticity is absent and TRIP can be measured. In straininduced experiments, plastic flow takes place even without
PT; thus it is difficult to prove the existence of TRIP directly.
However, existence of part of ṡ proportional to ċ is the signature of the existence of part of plastic shear proportional to
ċ, i.e., existence of TRIP.
Note that rotation angle of an anvil, , is a convenient
measurable geometric characteristic of plastic deformation
but is not a physically meaningful one, because it does not
reflect the state of the material. Also, rotation angle of the
sample is smaller than rotation angle of the anvil  because
of relative sliding;  does not characterize the compression
stage. In metal plasticity, dislocation density and/or grain
size are usually used. Since disorder is strain-induced, increment ⌬s is proportional to the total plastic strain increment
independent of whether it is caused by external stress or by
TRIP. Thus, for hexagonal systems, a change in s can be
considered as a natural physical measure of plastic strain,
evolution of which can be determined in situ. Changes in s
can characterize plastic strain under arbitrary complex loadings, in particular, during the compression stage. Then
Eq. 共2兲 allows us to separate the conventional plasticity,
⌬s p = m⌬, and TRIP, ⌬st = n⌬c. In our experiments, rotation
by ⌬ = 0.436 at 9.6 GPa leads to ⌬s = 0.160 and ⌬c = 0.65.
Thus ⌬s p = 0.007 and ⌬st = 0.153, i.e., TRIP exceeds the conventional plasticity by a factor of 20. This makes our proof
independent of any possible experimental errors and is consistent with prediction of the equation for ␥ when shear
stress approaches the yield stress. This also solves the paradox of why we did not find a difference in c along the radius
of the sample, despite the fact that shear strain for torsion is
proportional to the radius: TRIP is proportional to shear
stress rather than strain which is practically independent of
radius for plastic torsion. TRIP is the same as a usual plasticity but is caused by internal plus external stresses rather
than by external stresses only. That is why TRIP, in the same
way as usual plasticity, generates the TSF 共the dominating
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part兲 and new nucleating defects. Thus, we arrive at the cascade mechanism of structural changes during rotation of an
anvil 共Fig. 1兲.
B. Phase transformation criterion

The transformation deformation gradient Ft transforms a
stress-free crystal lattice of hBN into a stress-free crystal
lattice of wBN. In the simplest case, when the temperature 
is fixed and homogeneous in a transforming volume Vn, with
a mass mn, the net thermodynamic driving force for PT, F, in
the volume Vn bounded by surface ⌺ is as follows:9,10,19,26
F ª 共X − K兲mn

冕冕
冕冕
Ft2

=

I

mn

1
T:共dFt · F−1
t 兲dmn

E2

−

E1

mn

1
e:dE:edmn − 共⌬共兲 + K兲mn − ⌫⌺.
2
共5兲

Here, X is the driving force for phase transformation, which
represents the dissipation increment due to PT only 共i.e., excluding all other types of dissipation, e.g., plastic dissipation兲
during the entire transformation process averaged over the
transforming region, K is the dissipation due to PT related
mostly to interface friction, T is the true 共Cauchy兲 stress
tensor,  is the variable mass density during the phase transformation, ⌬ is the jump in the thermal part of the free
energy, E is the tensor of elastic moduli, e is the elastic
strain, ⌫ is the surface energy per unit area, the indices 1 and
2 denote the values before and after PT, and “ª” means
equal per definition. The first term on the right hand side of
Eq. 共5兲 represents the transformation work which takes into
account the whole history of stress tensor variation. For elastic materials, the expression for X coincides with a change in
the Gibbs free energy of the whole system per unit mass,10
i.e., as in a standard approach.
Let us make the following simplifications. We decompose the stress tensor T into the sum of the macroscopic part
Tm, which is homogeneous in a representative volume V
Ⰷ Vn, and the microscopic contribution T̃, which fluctuates
inside volumes V and Vn. As V Ⰷ Vn, the variation of the
macroscopic stress Tm is negligible during a small phase
transformation increment. Maximum macroscopic shear
stress m is limited by the macroscopic yield stress, which is
negligible in comparison with the pressure. Then, the thermodynamic PT criterion, F = 0,9,10,19,26 can be resolved with
respect to the macroscopic pressure p = 31 I : T:

冉冕冕

Ft2

p= −

Vn

+

冕冕
mn

I

E2

E1

1
T̃:共dFt · F−1
t 兲dmn


冊

1
1
e:dE:edmn + 共⌬共兲 + K兲 − ⌫⌺
,
2
m n 0
共6兲

where 0 = det Ft is the volumetric transformation strain. To
evaluate the integral in Eq. 共6兲, we have to know the specific

mechanism of nucleation and stress concentration at the
nucleating defects and to solve the corresponding boundaryvalue problem numerically. This is a separate complex problem with many unknown parameters, which was treated in
the literature under various assumptions.8–12,19,26 Here we
will suggest the simplest approximation of Eq. 共6兲 in terms
of the measurable macroscopic parameter which will be fitted to experimental data. Because of different mechanisms of
pressure- and strain-induced PTs, approximations will be different as well.
C. Pressure-induced phase transformation

We consider thermally activated nucleation of critical
nuclei at defects and their growth until they are getting arrested by a strong obstacle 共grain or twin boundaries, turbostratic stacking fault, or other wBN region兲. Thus, time is not
a parameter and Eq. 共6兲 may be approximated in the following form:
共7兲

p = p0 + A共c − 0.05兲 + Bs,

where A, p0, and B are constants and volume fraction c
= 0.05 is accepted as the smallest concentration that can be
detected experimentally. There are various defects with various magnitudes of stress concentration, which determine the
distribution of their potency for nucleation. First, nucleation
occurs at strongest defects, and after growth is arrested, PT
stops as well. It is necessary to increase the pressure to activate the nucleation site of lower potency and produce the
next increment ⌬c, and so on. This process is mimicked by
approximation of the integral by the term A共c − 0.05兲. The
effect of concentration of TSF on PT pressure is quantitatively explained in Ref. 5 by the condition that the width of
the critical nucleus is limited by the distance between two
nearest TSFs. We may add that even if the width of critical
nucleus is smaller than this distance, its growth may be arrested by the nearest TSF or TSF will increase the resistance
to interface motion. Thus the larger s is, the smaller the increment of c that can be produced by the same nucleating
defects, which is mimicked by the term Bs.
As it was obtained experimentally, under hydrostatic
loading, changes in s are negligible with and without PT;
therefore, s can be considered as an initial or a current value.
The following parameters were obtained using data from
Ref. 5:
p0 = 3.333 GPa,

A = 17.54,

B = 175.44

for 0 ⬍ s ⬍ 0.1,
p0 = 20.26 GPa,

A = 17.54,

共8兲
B = 6.14

for s ⬎ 0.1.
共9兲

It is clear that the effect of c on the phase transformation
criterion is the same for any s; however, the effect of s is
much smaller for s ⬎ 0.1. Relationships between c and s for
p = 20 and 30 GPa based on Eqs. 共8兲 and 共9兲 perfectly describe experimental data in Ref. 5. Equation 共8兲 also perfectly describes our experiment for initiation of PT 关c = 0.05,
p = 10.4, and s = 0.04 for both Eq. 共8兲 and experiment兴 and
correctly describes data from Ref. 23 关c = 0.05, p = 8.2, and
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s = 0.028 for Eq. 共8兲 and in experiment s = 0.02± 0.02兴. For
s = 0.028 and c = 1, one obtains p = 24.9 GPa, which is in
good agreement with data in Ref. 22 that PT was not completed at 25 GPa.

D. Strain-induced phase transformation

It is well known19,25 that strain-induced nucleation occurs at new defects generated during plastic flow. Some of
these defects may produce much higher stress concentration
than preexisting defects. Stress concentration near the defects
significantly increases the driving force for the phase transformation and can cause PT at significantly lower external
pressure. It leads to barrierless nucleation, which does not
require thermal fluctuations, and explains the straincontrolled rather than time-controlled kinetics.19,26 Indeed,
the prescribed strain increment generates defects 共dislocation
pileups or tilt boundary at various shear-band intersections兲
with barrierless, i.e., very fast, nucleation and growth of the
new phase up to the size where stress concentration is reduced and cannot drive the interface further. As straining
stops, no new defects and nuclei appear, and the growth of
the existing nuclei is thermodynamically impossible. All of
these results were conceptually incorporated in our microscale model.19,27
Our model here represents a generalization of the model
presented in Ref. 19 and 27 for the case which takes into
account TSF and TRIP. For strain-induced nucleation, one
needs to add the transformation work of local stresses due to
defects generated during the plastic flow to the equation for
the driving force 关Eq. 共6兲兴. We approximate this extra transformation work divided by volumetric transformation strain
by additional terms in phase transformation criterion 共7兲:

冉

p + ⌬p 1 −

冉 冊冊

dc
ā
共1 − c兲 dq1

+ A共1 − 兲c
共10兲

= p0 + A共c − 0.05兲 + Bs.

Here q1 is the accumulated plastic strain in the parent phase
1; ⌬p, ā, and  are parameters; the factor 共1 − c兲 takes into
account that PT occurs in the hBN phase only. The first additional term in Eq. 共10兲 was introduced in our recent
papers19,27 based on finite element analysis of nucleation at
shear-band intersection28 and nucleation at dislocation
pileup.19,26 Qualitatively, this contribution has to be similar
for any mechanism of nucleation at strain-induced defects,
because stress decreases sharply away from a defect. Thus,
for small prescribed strain increment ⌬q1, the larger is the
nucleus and consequently ⌬c, the smaller is the stress averaged over the nucleus and driving force for the phase transformation. The term A共1 − 兲c characterizes the generation of
new nucleating defects due to TRIP caused by the interaction
of external nonhydrostatic stress fields with internal stresses
due to large transformation volumetric strain.11,12 To define
the Odqvist parameter for each phase qi, we assume19,27 q
= 共1 − c兲q1 + cq2 and q1 / q2 = 共y1 / y2兲w, from which
q1 = q

wy2
cwy1 + 共1 − c兲wy2

,

q2 = q

wy1
cwy1 + 共1 − c兲wy2

. 共11兲

Here q is the Odqvist parameter of a two-phase mixture,
yi is the yield stress of ith phase, and w is a parameter.
Since the yield stress of wBN y2 Ⰷ y1 for hBN, one obtains
from Eq. 共11兲 q1 = q / 共1 − c兲 and 共关ā / 共1 − c兲兴共dc / dq1兲兲
= ā共dc / dq兲 = a共dc / d兲, where proportionality between q
and  is taken into account 共a is a parameter兲. Thus two
contributions that plastic strain is localized in the weak hBN
关q1 = q / 共1 − c兲兴 and that phase transformation occurs in hBN
phase only eliminate each other. Solving Eq. 共10兲 for dc / d
and taking into account Eqs. 共4兲 and 共11兲, one obtains a
thermodynamically consistent strain-controlled kinetic equation
dc/d = Y 艌 0,

共12兲

with Y ª J − bc − N, b ª 共A + Bn兲 / 共a⌬p兲, J ª 共p + ⌬p − p0
+ 0.05A − B共s0 + m0 + nc0兲兲 / 共a⌬p兲, and N ª Bm / 共a⌬p兲.
If Y ⬍ 0, then dc / d = 0. Solution to the evolution equation 共12兲 satisfying the initial condition c共0兲 = c0 is
c = 关bJ + N − bN + eb共−+0兲共− N + b共bc0 − J
+ N0兲兲兴/b2 .

共13兲

This solution is valid for  up to which all conditions
Y 艌 0,

c 艋 1,

s = s0 + m共 − 0兲 + n共c − c0兲 艋 1
共14兲

are satisfied. If c reached 1, it does not change anymore. If
pressure 共and consequently J兲 is lower than some critical
value, the condition Y = 0 is fulfilled for some value of m
and c = cmax ⬍ 1, where cmax is the maximum value of c. Further rotation does not change c anymore, unless pressure p
increases and Y ⬎ 0 again. Also, rotation that does not cause
PT increases s, which in turn increases the level of pressure
p required for reinitiation of PT.
There are three material parameters to be determined,
namely, a, ⌬p, and . Analysis shows that the parameter a
weakly affects cmax. Thus using two values of cmax corresponding to two different pressures, one can determine ⌬p
and . The parameter a is determined from the experimental
value of m. We do not have enough experimental points to
determine these parameters unambiguously: however, a possible reasonable choice is ⌬p = 14.9 GPa,  = 0.07, and a
= 0.35. A small value of  means 关according to Eq. 共10兲兴 that
defect generation due to TRIP almost reproduces preexisting
defects already utilized for wBN nucleation. Using these
data, s0 = 0.107 共see Table I, loading step 9兲, and c0 = 0, one
obtains from Eq. 共13兲 that a detectable amount of wBN, c
= 0.05, can be obtained at a pressure of 6.3 GPa, while complete strain-induced PT can occur at p = 9.3 GPa. In comparison, under hydrostatic loading 关Eq. 共7兲兴 with a fixed s
= 0.107, a detectable amount of wBN, c = 0.05, can be obtained at a pressure of 20.9 GPa, while a complete straininduced PT can occur at p = 37.6 GPa. These numbers demonstrate a very strong reduction of pressure for hBN to wBN
phase transformation due to plastic shear: by a factor of 3 for
initiation of PT and by a factor of 4 for completing.
In Fig. 6, the relationship between the volume fraction c
of wBN and rotation angle  for various pressures is shown
for s0 = 0.107. Substituting Eq. 共13兲 in Eq. 共4兲 for s, one
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FIG. 6. Calculated relationship between the volume fraction of wBN c and
rotation angle  for various pressures and s0 = 0.107 共shown in GPa near the
curves兲.

FIG. 8. Calculated relationship between the pressure and maximum volume
fraction cmax of wBN for various initial concentrations of turbostratic stacking fault s0 共shown near the curves兲.

obtains the corresponding relationship between s and  for
various pressures 共Fig. 7兲. Dots which end curves for
p ⬎ 9.5 correspond to c = 1 and disappearance of hBN. For
 ⬎ m, corresponding to constant c, one obtains s = s0
+ m共 − m兲 + n共cmax − c0兲, i.e., set of parallel lines for various
pressures; dashed line corresponds to cmax = 1. The strong
deviation 共especially at high pressure兲 of s共兲 curves in Fig.
7 from these parallel lines during intense PT shows that the
major contribution of disorder is due to transformationinduced plasticity; TRIP exceeds significantly conventional
plasticity. For all cases, s does not exceed 0.4, i.e., restriction
s ⬍ 1 is not essential.
Condition Y = 0 determines the angle m corresponding
to maximum volume fraction c:

p ⬃ 10 GPa, PT is completed before  = 295°, as in experiment 2. The difference between experiment and model in s is
related solely to a difference in c; for proper c, coincidence is
very good. Our model gives also reasonable description of
the third experiment, where wBN was not observed. For
 = 360°, s0 = 0.124, and p = 6.2 GPa, the model does not predict any wBN and predicts a change in s to 0.231 共0.218 in
experiment兲. For the second rotation by 180°, one needs to
use m = 0.25. The model predicts that cmax = 0.05 can be obtained at p = 7.9 GPa and rotation by 32°, which is in reasonable agreement with experiments in which phase transformation was not observed at p ⬃ 8 GPa. During second rotation
by 180°, s reaches 1 both in experiment and model. After
this, PT cannot be detected in both experiment and model. If
condition s = 1 is met, it has to be substituted in Eq. 共10兲
instead of Eq. 共4兲 which results in the following evolution
equation:

m = 0 + ln关共N + b共− bc0 + J − 0N兲兲/N兴/b.

共15兲

Substituting Eq. 共15兲 in Eq. 共13兲, one obtains the maximum
value of wBN volume fraction
cmax = 共b共J − 0N兲 − N ln关共N + b共− bc0 + J
− 0N兲兲/N兴兲/b2 .

共16兲

Starting with the pressure at which cmax reaches 1, the angle
m has to be determined from the condition cmax = 1 in Eq.
共13兲. The plots for cmax and m versus pressure p for various
s0 are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. On the decreasing branch of
the curves m共p兲, the condition cmax = 1 is met. For any s, the
maximum rotation angle to complete PT does not exceed
5.5 rad 共315°兲; thus the traditional wisdom “the larger rotation, the better” does not work because of disordering. At

FIG. 7. Calculated relationship between the concentration of turbostratic
stacking fault s and rotation angle  for various pressures 共shown in gigapascals near the curves兲.

dc
= J1 − b1c 艌 0,
d
J1 ª

共p + ⌬p − p0 + 0.05A + B兲
,
a⌬p

b1 ª

A
a⌬p

共17兲

and its solution
c=

eb1共−+0兲共b1c0 − J1兲 + J1
.
b1

共18兲

Maximum volume fraction cmax = J1 / b1 is reached at  → ⬁ if
J1 / b1 艋 1 or cmax = 1 otherwise. Thus, for completely disordered hBN and J1 / b1 艋 1, larger  is better. Note that the

FIG. 9. Calculated relationship between the pressure and rotation angle 
necessary to reach maximum volume fraction cmax of wBN for various initial concentrations of turbostratic stacking fault s0 共shown near the curves兲.
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Boron nitride under compression and shear

results for s = 1 have to be considered with caution because
such high value of s is far from that studied experimentally.
In particular, hBN→ cBN PT or amorphization may occur
instead.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, strain-induced disorder and martensitic
hBN→ wBN PT were studied locally, under compression
and shear, in a rotational diamond anvil cell using in situ
x-ray diffraction with synchrotron radiation. We succeeded in
obtaining an almost homogeneous pressure in hBN and the
resulting wBN along the radius of a sample. This was based
on the theoretical analyses of plastic flow and friction which
resulted in the conclusion that plastic flow to the center of a
sample has to occur, at least during the compression stage.
Homogeneous pressure in a sample was obtained using a
gasket with theoretically estimated gasket-hole dimensions.
We observed for the first time the “homogeneous pressure
self-multiplication effect.” Namely, despite the significant
volume decrease by a factor of 1.53, pressure grows almost
homogeneously in the transforming region. The disorder of
hBN did not change under hydrostatic loading up to
9.43 GPa. However, disorder grows from an initial value of
s = 0.08 to s = 0.1– 0.13 in a pressure range of 6.3– 9.6 GPa
under shear 共before beginning of PT兲. This increase neutralizes the transition pressure reduction caused by shear. However, a complete irreversible strain-induced transformation
hBN→ wBN was observed in the whole specimen at a surprisingly small 共for such a disorder兲 pressure of
9.6– 10.6 GPa and rotation of  = 325°. During straininduced PT, disorder s increased drastically to 0.238–0.278,
while under pressure-induced PT, the change in disorder was
negligible. Thus, the disorder is strain and PT induced.
Analysis of changes in s led us to the conclusion that s can
be used as a natural physical measure of plastic straining
under arbitrary complex loading, evolution of which can be
determined in situ. It also allowed us to prove the existence
of the TRIP phenomenon and to separate TRIP from usual
plasticity. Since TRIP exceeds the conventional plasticity by
a factor of 20, actual plasticity involved in the PT process is
much larger than the prescribed one 共this was neglected in
literature兲. TRIP allows us to complete PT at much lower
pressure. It also makes all hBN-wBN interfaces semicoherent, which arrests the reverse PT after complete unloading
and allows us to obtain complete irreversible phase transformation. TRIP also solves the paradox that we did not find a
difference in c along the radius of the sample, despite the
fact that shear strain for torsion is proportional to the radius:
TRIP is proportional to shear stress rather than strain which
is practically independent of radius for plastic torsion.
Formation of small strong particles of yet unidentified
structure which scratched the diamond anvil and strongly
bonded to the diamond surface was also observed. Coupled
strain-controlled kinetic equations for concentration s and
volume fraction c of wBN were derived and their analytical
solutions were analyzed. We obtained the following results.
共a兲 For the same initial disorder, plastic shear indeed reduced
the PT pressure significantly 共by a factor of 3 for initiation
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and 4 for completing兲 in comparison with hydrostatic loading. 共b兲 For relatively small constant p, strain-induced PT is
arrested at some value cmax due to increase in s. 共c兲 Rotation
angle to obtain the maximum value cmax does not exceed
5.5 rad 共315°兲; thus the traditional wisdom “the larger the
rotation angle, the better” does not work because of disordering. 共d兲 For s0 = 0.11, pressures for initiation and completing
the PT are 6.3 and 9.3, respectively. 共e兲 Function cmax共p兲 was
also obtained for various initial disorders. The results provide basic information on physics of interaction between
plastic straining, disordering, and PTs, including kinetics and
irreversibility aspects. The cascade structural changes were
revealed 共Fig. 1兲.
We believe that similar results are valid for PT in all
hexagonal and rhombohedral crystals, sensitive to disorder
and with appreciable 0. As an example, we mention PT
from low density hexagonal and rhombohedral modifications
of BN and graphite to high density superhard cubic and hexagonal BN and diamond. Strong TRIP is expected to be
found for strain-induced phase transformation in any material with large 0 共according to theories8,11,12兲; however, to
prove its existence and to quantify it, some strain measures
共similar for s in hexagonal and rhombohedral crystals兲 have
to be found. Also, strong transformation-induced plasticity
and cascade mechanisms are expected to be found in shear
bands, which has to be taken into account, e.g., for analyses
of the earthquakes29 and chemical reactions.12
This study also shows directions in which further research has to proceed. To identify the displacement and
strain fields, one needs to determine the relative position of
rotation and specimen centers, as well as to measure displacement of ruby particles.21 One needs to individualize a
number of ruby particles, used for pressure and displacement
measurements, and to measure diffraction patterns in their
vicinity. Then we would be able to determine, locally, how s
and c vary in material particles 共rather than spatial locations兲
under a prescribed pressure and plastic strain history. To find
such a dependence, one needs to produce large rotations under smaller pressure in the range of 4 – 8 GPa; at higher pressure, the rotation increment has to be much smaller 共2°–4°兲.
To reduce the PT pressure, increase c, and to determine the
minimal pressure below which PT is impossible under any
strain, we need to start with highly ordered precursor material and to reduce 共avoid兲 plastic straining during the compression stage. Once a suitable pressure level is reached, a
large level of rotation can then be introduced to produce PT.
If PT was not obtained at the chosen pressure and large rotation, this specimen should not be used at higher pressure; it
is spoiled. To decrease plastic strain, one needs to start with
a smaller gasket thickness, use highly textured material, or
use hydrostatic media which solidifies just below the pressure of interest. For s ⬵ 0.1, our model predicts appearance of
first detectable amount of wBN at 6.3 GPa. We expect
smaller phase transformation pressure for smaller initial s;
however, we do not have experimental data for s ⬍ 0.1 to
make quantitative modeling.
At the same time, an increase in s to high values can
promote diffusive PT. Indeed, at p = 11 GPa and s ⬎ 0.3, reconstructive hBN→ cBN phase transformation 共rather than
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martensitic hBN→ wBN phase transformation兲 starts at temperatures above 800 K; above s = 0.4, the temperature for
hBN→ cBN PT even decreases slightly with increasing s and
is about 800 K at s = 1.7 The hBN→ cBN PT has never been
observed at room temperature. If in our first experiment cBN
was observed, it may have occurred in the region of highly
disordered residual hBN. We would not exclude even complete amorphization of residual hBN because of extremely
large plastic strain and pressure during its deformation between strong wBN particles. It is known, in particular, that
amorphization of hBN occurs during ball milling which represents large dynamic plastic straining under local pressure
of 4 – 8 GPa.30 Amorphization also reduces the PT temperature for the reconstructive PT hBN→ cBN.30
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